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Abstract
High-temperature furnaces are typically heated by refractory metal based resistive heaters of filament,
wire or sheet shape, respectively. The heaters are typically located in close range to sinter ingots and
are enclosed by the thermal insulation of the furnace thus transferring heat in almost equal parts to sinter
ingots and the insulation via radiation and convection. In case of low-pressure or vacuum furnaces
thermal radiation is the predominant heat transfer mechanism and consequently the heat flux from the
heaters to their environment depends, according to Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, on emissivities and absolute
temperatures of all involved surfaces. Hence, increasing apparent thermal emissivities of heater surfaces
facing sinter ingots lead to more pronounced inward-directed heat transfer and reduced heater
temperatures. As analytically and experimentally shown by Psarouthakis in 1963, the apparent thermal
surface emissivity, here the inward heater surface, increases by superficial structures. In the present
contribution, the thermo-electrical coupled system of a resistive sheet-heater with a one-sided superficial
structure of various morphologies is investigated by numerical simulations aiming at maximizing the
apparent thermal emissivity.

Keywords
Thermal emissivity, apparent thermal emissivity, thermal radiation, surface structure, heating filament,
refractory metal, finite element analysis

Introduction
High temperature furnaces and reactors with corresponding hot zones enclosing the operational space
typically make use of refractory metal based heating elements and thermal shielding systems, see Fig. 1.
Most of these furnaces are driven by resistive heating elements. The thermal surface properties of the
heating elements at their respective inward and outward side strongly influence the required
temperatures of the heater elements, thus, influencing the energy consumption required for the
underlying process. Since the furnace atmosphere has to be vacuum or of protective, i.e., non-oxidizing,
type heating elements made of refractory metals keep their dense, smooth and clean surfaces over a
long time operational which is accompanied with an unaltered and intrinsically low thermal emissivity.
Therefore, it is of primary practical importance to evaluate potential surface modifications aiming at
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increasing the apparent thermal emissivity of the surface of the heating elements preferably at the
inward side only. As analytically and experimentally shown in [1], the apparent thermal surface emissivity
can be increased by superficial structures. Hence, in the present contribution various morphologies of
superficial structures are compared to each by applying numerical simulations.

Figure 1: Hot zone of a circular furnace with meandering heater system.

The materials used in high temperature furnaces are regularly subjected to extreme thermal and
mechanical loading as well as harsh chemical environments. Refractory metals such as molybdenum
and tungsten as well as their alloys are capable to withstand these damaging conditions. Additionally,
they exhibit many advantageous properties as high melting points permitting operational temperatures
up to about 2800 ° , excellent high-temperature strengths for thin-walled component designs, low heat
capacity for rapid transient thermal behavior, low coefficient of thermal expansion for low thermal
induced strains and stresses, and dense metallic surfaces avoiding absorption of gases representing
some of the important ones. Molybdenum and tungsten also exhibit a fairly good machinability and are
available, e.g., as semi-finished products such as sheets, bars and wires. For instance, in the
photovoltaic and LED industry molybdenum and tungsten are typically used for all parts within the hot
zone of high temperature furnaces for consolidation and crystal growth purposes or in the coating
industry for high temperature reactors. Such furnaces and reactors are operated at temperatures of 2000
° and above. Hence, within the furnaces and reactors the hot zones require an adequate thermal
insulation, e.g., a thermal radiation shield system. Heating elements are also found in sintering furnaces
as they are used for the powder metallurgical production route where high temperature furnaces of
resistive heating type are typically employed. Depending on the geometrical dimensions of the sintering
part different sizes of furnaces and heaters are used. In case of the sintering of refractory metals typical
in
dimensions of cylindrical heating elements are up to about 900
in diameter and 1800
height typically made from thin-walled tungsten sheet material.
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Mathematical Description of Resistive Heating
From a physical point of view resistive heating is described by Joule's law which states proportionality of
the heat
produced in a resistive device to the electrical power
applied to it integrated
over the time interval Δ
,
:
,

(1)

The electrical power depends on the coordinate
and on the time
. For the general case of
alternating current the electrical power for an arbitrary transient electrical current is given as (see, e.g.
[2])
,

,
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with
and
representing the spatial- and time-dependent voltage and electrical current,
respectively. The electrical voltage in (2) is defined as the difference of the electrical potential
between two points
and :
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⁄ is the spatial- and time-dependent vector of electrical field intensities and
where
of integration. With the aid of Ohm’s law (in differential form)
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the electrical current is derived from the electrical field intensity as
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⁄
and
1⁄ m ⋅ Ω denote the vector of electrical current densities and the second-order
In (4)
tensor of electrical conductivities of an anisotropic material, respectively. Actually, the tensor of electrical
conductivities also depends on the current temperature. In case of an isotropic material the tensor of
electrical conductivities reduces to
with the scalar representing the electrical conductivity in
each direction of the material and the Kronecker delta. The integral in (5) is performed over the vector
. Inserting (2), (3) and (5) in (1) results into
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where
Ωm is the second-order tensor of electrical resistivities and
the volume which is
heated resistively. The electrically induced heat given in (6) defines the source-term for the thermal
situation – involving thermal conductance, convection, advection and radiation – to be solved.
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Mathematical Description of Thermal Radiative Heat Transfer
Since heat transfer at high temperatures under vacuum or almost vacuum conditions is primarily driven
by thermal radiation – thermal conductance and convection are assumed to be negligible – the
mathematical theory of radiative heat transfer is described briefly and, thus, not exhaustively in the
following. A more complete description can be found, e.g., in [3] or [4]. The flux of energy radiation from
a black body depends strongly on the absolute temperature of the body and on the wavelength of the
⁄
emitted radiation (Planck’s law). The total flux of energy radiation from the black body
can be
described mathematically by the Stefan-Boltzmann law which is written as
.

(7)

⁄
denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and
names the
In (7)
5.6704 ⋅ 10
∙
temperature in the Kelvin scale (absolute temperature) which is related to the temperature in the Celsius
with the temperature at absolute zero defined as
273.15 ° . The
scale ° by
radiative behavior of a real body is different to that of a black body inasmuch as that the total flux of
energy emitted from a real body is usually lower than those emitted form a black body, i.e.,
. In addition, the emitted flux of energy varies with wavelength of the radiation and depends on the
angle at which the radiation is emitted. However, in numerous engineering applications the thermal
behavior of a real body can be approximated in a sufficiently accurate way by the behavior of a so-called
diffuse, gray body. In the context of thermal radiation a body is called diffuse if its emittance
(absorbance) is independent of the angle at which the radiation is emitted (absorbed). Furthermore, the
body is called gray if its emittance (absorbance) has no wavelength dependency on the emitted
(absorbed) thermal radiation. Hence, the emittance of the diffuse, gray body 0
1 – is given as the
⁄
and a black body (7):
ratio of the total heat flux emitted from a diffuse, gray body
.
According to Kirchhoff’s law for a diffuse, gray body the absorbance
emissivity:
.

(8)
of the body is equal to its

(9)

Conservation of energy requires that the total incident energy upon a body is either partially/completely
absorbed, reflected and/or transmitted, respectively. Thus, the sum of the absorbance, reflectance
and transmittance – must be equal to one:
1.
Consequently, assuming the body to be opaque, i.e.,
opaque, diffuse, gray body is gained as
1

(10)

0, and inserting (9) in (10) the reflectance of an

.

(11)
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Since a diffuse body emits heat into its environment independently of the angle, the fraction of heat
emitted from the surface of an isothermal, diffuse body to another isothermal, diffuse body is
computed as
(12)

→

where
and
denote the areas of the bodies and , respectively, and
is the distance
° and
°,
between the infinitely small areas
and
. In (12) the angles
respectively, are defined as the angle between the surface normal of the respective infinitely small area
and the line connecting the (centers of the) infinitely small areas. → in (12) is called view factor,
configuration factor or shape factor ([3]). Conservation of energy requires that for each surface
1, . . . , the sum of all fractions → ,
1, . . . , has to equal to one, i.e.,
→

...

→

→

...

...

→

→

1.

(13)

Making use of the view factor reciprocity
→

the net heat flux

→

⁄

(14)

→

transferred from body to body is derived as (see e.g. [3] or [4])
,

→

.

(15)

→

where the emittances of the two bodies are assumed to be independent of the temperatures at the
. and
.. In case of two diffuse, gray, and infinite bodies
surface of the bodies, i.e.,
1 and
2 with parallel surfaces the net heat flux is computed with →
1 from (16) as
,

→

.

(16)

From (16) and (17), respectively, the total net heat flux transferred from body to body is
→

,

→

,

.

(17)

Comparison of the Apparent Emissivity of a Superficially Structured Surface with Prisms
In this section a comparison of the apparent thermal emissivity of superficially structured surfaces is
presented ([5]). To this end one surface of a cuboid representing, e.g., a heating filament is enhanced by
a superficial structure assembled of a series of cuboids arranged periodically in two orthogonal
directions. In the following the former, underlying cuboid will be denoted as “base” and the assembly of
cuboids representing the superficial structure will be named “structure”. The impact of the topology of the
structure on the apparent thermal emissivity is studied by varying the aspect ratio of the cuboids and the
distance between the cuboids. However, for each variation of the structure the aspect ratio of all cuboids
and the distance of all cuboids to each other, respectively, are assumed to be the constant. It is worth
noting that the dimensions of the structure are assumed to be considerably larger than the wavelength of
the thermal radiation. The apparent thermal emissivity of each superficially structured surface is
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o finite elem
ment analys es. All num
merical simulations pressented in the present
computed on the basis of
contribution a
are carried out
o with the finite eleme
ent program
m ABAQUS 6.12-1 [6].
Fin
nite Element Model
Du
ue to the pe
eriodical asssembly of th
he structure
e in two orth
hogonal dire
ections only one unit ce
ell containin
ng
on
ne cuboid off the superficial structure and one prismatic part
p of the base is conssidered in th
he numerica
al
sim
mulations, ssee Fig. 6a. The therma
al radiative behavior off the whole assembly ((actually an assumed
nfinite numb
assembly of in
ber of cuboids) is apprroximated by
b applying a finite num
mber of perio
odic
symmetry con
nditions in each
e
directio
on at the latteral faces of the unit cell,
c
respecttively. The number
n
of
pe
eriodic symm
metries at th
he lateral fa
ace and in e
each directio
on, respectively, is choosen as five.
Co
onsequentlyy, the therm
mal radiative interaction
n between th
he unit cell in the centeer of the ass
sembly and
the
e 2∙5 1
1 120
0 surrounding unit cellss, considere
ed by the pe
eriod symm
metry conditiions, is
ac
ccounted forr in the num
merical mode
els. In all nu
umerical mo
odels the he
eight of the base is deffined as
0.10
w
and le
ength of the
e cuboid of the
t structurre are fixed as
0.4
40
. Th
he
and the width
he
eight of the ccuboid , the
t distance
e between tthe cuboids in both orth
hogonal direections an
nd the width
h
an
nd length of the base
are
a defined as a functio
on of . Th
he aspect raatios of ⁄ , ⁄ an
nd
⁄ , respecctively, investigated in the
t numericcal models are summarized in Tabble I. Exemplarily, Fig. 6b
shows the finiite element mesh of the variant wiith ⁄
1 and ⁄
0.5. Thee approxima
ate length of
o
the
e edges of tthe finite ele
ements is chosen as ⁄20.

/2

/2

(b)

(a))

Fig
gure 6: Unit ce
ell of the superrficially structu
ured surface w
with ⁄
1 and ⁄
0.5:
0 (a) geomeetry with dimen
nsions and (b))
uperficial struc
finite element me
esh; prismaticc base (red) an
nd prismatic su
cture (green).
ble I: Aspect rratios of the cu
uboids used in
n the numerica
al models of the unit cell
Tab

/

0.0
001, 0.25, 0.50
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10

/

0.25
5, 0.50, 1, 2

/

1.25, 1.50, 2, 3
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Boundary Conditions
In all numerical models the temperature at all nodes of the base and the structure is defined as
1000 ° . The prescribed temperature is kept constant during the whole computation. Hence, no heat
flux due to thermal conduction takes place and all material parameters except the emissivity of the
surface are of no relevance to the considered results of the numerical simulations. At the structured side
of the unit cell a thermal radiation boundary condition to a constant ambient temperature of
20
.
° is applied. For each geometrical variant the emissivity of the whole surface is varied with discrete
values of the emissivity of
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 . The rear face and the four lateral faces of the
base are assumed to be perfectly insulated. Consequently, only heat is emitted from the superficially
structured surface to the ambient space.
Computation of the Apparent Thermal Emissivity
and temperature
The heat flux emitted from a black body (
1) of area
temperature
. is computed with the aid of (16) and (17) as
,

.

.

.

.

148.55

to an ambient

⁄

.

(18)

Making use of (8) the apparent thermal emissivity of a diffuse, gray and superficially structured surface
(with dimensions depicted to Fig. 6a) is derived according to [1] as
.

,

, b,

,

.
,

,

, ,

.
,

(19)

.

In (19)
,
. represents the heat flux emitted from a diffuse, gray and superficially structured surface
to an ambient temperature
at temperature
. . It has to be pointed out that (19) is only valid if
and
,
,
. are computed with the same thermal boundary conditions and the projected area
under consideration is the same. In the present contribution ,
is derived from (18) and
,
. is
evaluated from the numerical simulations by summation of the heat flux emitted from the superficially
structured surface to the ambient boundary condition. Two limiting cases can be derived from (19):
Firstly, in case of → 1 the apparent thermal emissivity tends to one, i.e.,
. → 1. Secondly, in case of
⁄ → 0 the apparent thermal emissivity tends to the emissivity of the surface, that is,
. → .
Analysis Results
Figure 7 shows the computed apparent thermal emissivities of the superficially structured surface
.
plotted over the ratio of height to length of the structure ⁄ . The colors of the curves indicate the
respective prescribed emissivity of the surface and the four line styles represent the assumed ratios
⁄ . The inaccuracy of the predicted apparent thermal emissivities resulting from the finite number of
periodic symmetry conditions and finite number of finite elements used in the numerical simulations can
be inferred for the limiting case of a black body, i.e.,
1. As mentioned above, for
1 the apparent
1
1. Hence, the error of the computed apparent thermal
thermal emissivity should become
.
emissivities grows with increasing aspect ratio ⁄ and reaches at most 5 % at ⁄
10. The error
of the results computed with
1 is assumed to be about the same size. As can be seen in Fig. 7, in
general, the apparent thermal emissivity of the diffuse, gray and superficially structured surfaces is
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gher than th
he emissivity of the surrface, i.e.,
. The app
parent therm
mal emissiv
vity is strictlyy
hig
.
inc
creasing witth increasin
ng aspect ra
atio ⁄ . T
The ascent is steepest for small asspect ratios
s ⁄ and
d
sm
mall aspect rratios ⁄ . For small aspect
a
ratio
os ⁄ a decreasing
d
distance beetween the cuboids
res
sults in an increasing apparent
a
the
ermal emisssivity. With increasing aspect ratioo ⁄ a greater
dis
stance betw
ween the cuboids of the
e structure lleads to an increased apparent
a
th ermal emissivity. In Fig
g.
8 the
t ratio of tthe apparen
nt thermal emissivity
e
to
o the emissiivity is plotte
ed over the ratio ⁄ . In genera
al it
is found
f
that ffor fixed asp
pect ratios ⁄ the ra
atio of the apparent
a
the
ermal emisssivity to the emissivity
inc
creases with
h decreasin
ng emissivity
y. For insta nce at fixed
d aspect ratios ⁄
1 and ⁄
0.5 the
rattios the app
parent therm
mal emissiviity to the em
missivity are
e predicted as
0, 1.20, 1.10
1.80, 1.40
.⁄
forr
0.20, 0
0.40, 0.60, 0.80 , respec
ctively. E.g.., the heat emitted
e
by thermal radiiation from a structured
d
surface with
0.40 is predicted
p
to
o be increassed by 40 % (
0.56) compaared to a pllain surface
e
.
witthout any su
uperficial sttructure.

Fig
gure 7: Predictted apparent thermal
t
emissivity of the sup
perficially structured surface
e in dependennce of the slen
nderness ratio of
the
e individual superficial structtural element: solid curves … ⁄
0.25
5; dashed curv
ves … ⁄
0.50; dotted curves …
⁄
1 and da
ashed-and-dottted curves … ⁄
2.

Nu
umerical E
Example of
o a Heatin
ng Filamen
nt
Th
he applicability of the gained insigh
ht in the secction above
e to a heatin
ng filament m
made of tun
ngsten is
pre
esented in tthe following. To this end, the advvantage of a superficiallly structureed surface of
o the heatin
ng
fila
ament with rrespect to itts thermal radiative
r
be havior is sh
hown by com
mparing thee thermal ra
adiative
be
ehavior of tw
wo numerica
al models to
o each othe
er: i) a plain,, unstructured heating filament an
nd ii) a heatiing
fila
ament of the
e same dim
mensions but with a sup
perficially sttructured su
urface at onlly one side.. In the
following the m
models will be denoted
d as “plain ffilament” an
nd “structure
ed filament””, respective
ely.
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Fin
nite Element Model
Th
he examined
d heating fillament has a width of
25
1.5
h
and a thickness of
. Its length
is assumed to
o be much larger than its width. He
ence, simila
ar to the numerical moddels in the section
s
abo
ove
on
nly one prism
matic unit ce
ell, shown in Fig. 9a fo
or the case of
o the structtured modeel, is conside
ered in the
nu
umerical mo
odels. Figure
e 9b shows an assemb
bly of 2 11
1 unit cells representinng a short pa
art of the
superficially sstructured heating filam
ment. The un
nit cell of bo
oth models has a lengtth of
1.2
2
,a
thickness an
nd a width of
o ⁄2 12
2.5
. In
n case of the
e finite elem
ment model of the supe
erficially
strructured hea
ating filame
ent the unit cell
c is enha
anced by the
e periodically arrangedd structure depicted
d
in
Fig
g. 9a. The d
dimensions of the struc
cture are ch
hosen as
0.8
and the distanc
ce between
the
e cuboids iss defined ass
0.4
1 and ⁄
0.5. The therma
al radiative
, i.e, ⁄
be
ehavior of th
he whole he
eating filame
ent is appro
oximated by
y applying te
en periodic symmetry conditions
c
a
at
bo
oth sides in longitudinal direction and
a one refl ection symm
metry parallel to the lonngitudinal direction
d
at the
t
pla
ane of symm
metry shown in Fig. 9b. Thus, the thermal rad
diative interaction betw
ween the unit cell and th
he
2 ∙ 2 ∙ 10 1
1 41 adjacent
a
un
nit cells is co
onsidered in
n both finite element m
models.

Fig
gure 8: Ratio o
of the predicted apparent the
ermal emissivvity of the supe
erficially structtured surface tto the emissiv
vity of the surfa
ace
0.2
in dependence
d
o
of the slendern
ness ratio of th
he individual ssuperfical struc
ctural elementt: solid curvess … ⁄
25; dashed
2.
currves … ⁄
0.50; dotted curves … ⁄
1 and da
ashed-and-dottted curves … ⁄
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top face

longitudin
nal
direction
n

plan
ne of
symmetry

/2

longitudin
nal
direction
front face

bottom faace
(b)

(a))

Fig
gure 9: Geome
etry of the sup
perficially struc
ctured heating filament: (a) unit
u cell with dimensions
d
annd (b) assembly of 2
cells representin
ng a short part of the heating
g filament.

11 un
nit

Bo
oundary Co
onditions
In both numerrical modelss the initial temperature
e at all nodes of the he
eating filameent is chose
en as
1000 ° . The he
eating filam
ment is heate
ed resistively by an applied constaant electrica
al current
.
⁄
de
ensity of
26.67
s
e conditions
s are achiev
ved. The ressulting temp
perature at
until steady-state
ste
eady-state is predicted to be appro
oximately 1
1600 to 1700 ° with some
s
inhom
mogeneity depending
d
o
on
the
e numericall model variiant. The ele
ectrical currrent density
y is applied at the two ffaces of the
e unit cell
wh
hich are orth
hogonal to the
t longitud
dinal directio
on of the he
eating filame
ent. At bothh faces the electrical
e
current densitty is orienta
ated in the same
s
longitu
udinal direc
ction. In the plane of thee reflection symmetry the
t
ele
ectrical pote
ential at onlyy one node is defined a
as
0
. At all exterior surrfaces, i.e., at the top,
fro
ont and bottom face, re
espectively, (see Fig. 9 b) a therma
al radiation boundary ccondition to a constant
am
mbient temp
perature of
100
00 ° is ap
pplied. The emissivity of
o all exterioor surfaces is defined as
a
.
0.4 in both
h finite elem
ment models
s. In contra st to the computations of the unit cells in the previous
section the bo
oundary (fro
ont face) of the heating
g filament allso radiates
s to the ambbient space.
Ma
aterial Para
ameters
Th
he thermal a
and electrica
al material parameterss of tungsten
n used in th
he numericaal models arre
summarized in Table II. Since
S
the main
m
focus o
of attention is paid to th
he radiative behavior of the heatin
ng
aments the thermal and
d electrical material pa
arameters are defined independenntly of the te
emperature..
fila
Ho
owever, the values give
en in Table II are realisstic ones forr tungsten at
a a temperaature of abo
out 1600 ° .
Tab
ble II: Thermal and electrica
al material parameters for tu
ungsten used in the numeric
cal models

density

⁄
1.93 ⋅ 10

specific heat
h
capacityy

⁄

⋅

1.6
69 ⋅ 10

thermal conductivity
c

⁄
25.00
12

⋅

electrical cconductivity

1⁄

⋅
1.880

Ω
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An
nalysis Res
sults
Th
he predicted
d total heat fluxes emittted from the
e top, bottom
m and frontt face, respeectively, ove
er a length
of the heatiing filamentt are summa
1.2
arized in Fig
g. 10a. For the plain fil ament the total
t
heat flu
ux
computed at tthe top and bottom fac
ce are equall. In contras
st, the predicted total hheat flux of the
t structure
ed
fila
ament is mo
ore pronoun
nced at the top (structu
ured) face th
han at the bottom
b
(plainn) face. I.e., the
strructured fila
ament is em
mitting appro
oximately 44
4 % more energy from
m the structtured face than from th
he
un
nstructured o
one which is in good agreement w
with the resu
ult given at the end of tthe section above. In
comparison to
o the plain filament
f
the
e structured filament is emitting ab
bout 13 % more energ
gy from the
top
p face and ccirca 21 % less energ
gy from the bottom face. For both models thee total heat flux at the
fro
ont face is ssignificantly lower than the one at tthe top and
d bottom fac
ce, respectivvely, because of the
sm
maller area. The total heat flux com
mputed from
m the sum of
o the total heat
h
fluxes ffrom the top
p, bottom an
nd
fro
ont face resu
ults in an ab
bout 5 % higher
h
enerrgy output of
o the plain filament
f
com
mpared to the structure
ed
on
ne. This is a result of th
he lower electrical resisstivity of the
e structured filament coompared to the plain
fila
ament which
h in turn ressults in an approximate
a
ely 90 ° lower maxim
mum and m
minimum tem
mperature,
res
spectively, w
within the structured
s
fillament. The
e computed maximum and minimuum tempera
atures of bo
oth
nu
umerical mo
odels are plo
otted in Fig.. 10b and th
heir predicte
ed temperatture distribuution within the heating
g
fila
aments is sh
hown in Fig
g. 11. It is worth mentio
oning, althou
ugh the tem
mperature off the structu
ured filamen
nt
is lower than tthe one of the
t plain fila
ament the h
heat flux on the top surfface is still hhigher in ca
ase of the
strructured fila
ament. Hencce, if a struc
ctured heatiing filamentt is used in, e.g., a highh temperatu
ure furnace
the
e structured
d face of the
e heating fila
ament shou
uld be orien
ntated towarrds, e.g., thee sintering ingot and th
he
pla
ain face tow
wards the thermal insulation system
m, respectiv
vely, resulting in a reduuced consu
umption of
en
nergy for heating the sintering ingo
ot and an in
ncreased life
e-time of the
e heating fillament beca
ause of the
red
duced avera
age temperrature of the
e filament.

(a))

(b)

Fig
gure 10: Prediccted results off the numerica
al simulations of a tungsten heating filame
ent: (a) compuuted total heatt flux at the top
p,
1.2
of the heating
botttom, and fron
nt face, respecctively, over a length
h
filament and (b) com
mputed maxim
mum and
37.5
min
nimum temperratures, respe
ectively, of the whole numerrical model; the
e heat elemen
nt shows a crooss-section of
26.67 ⁄
with a uniform cu
urrent density of
being
g applied.
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(b)

Fig
gure 11: Prediccted temperattures of (a) the
e plain filamen
nt and (b) the structured
s
filam
ment both bei ng made of tu
ungsten; the heat
26.67 ⁄
ele
ement shows a cross-section
n of
37.5
pplied.
with a uniform current density of
being ap

Co
onclusions
As
s has been sshown by numerical
n
an
nalyses the apparent th
hermal emis
ssivity of a surface can
n be
inc
creased by enhancing the surface
e by a superrficial structture. The co
onducted nuumerical sim
mulations
pre
edict that th
he increase in the appa
arent emissiivity strongly depends on the dimeensions of the
t superficcial
strructure as w
well as the emissivity
e
of the surfacce itself. Forr equally strructured surrfaces the relative rise of
the
e apparent thermal em
missivity incrreases for d
decreasing emissivity
e
of
o the surfacce. The app
plicability of
such a superfficially strucctured surface has bee n presented
d exemplariily by a cou pled therma
al-electrical
finite elementt analysis off a one-side
ed superficia
ally structurred heating filament. Thhe analysis
s clearly
showed that tthe structure
ed surface of
o the heati ng elementt emits more
e heat by raadiation than the plain
surface, hencce, allowing the design of more effficient heate
ers within, e.g.,
e
high teemperature furnaces.
f
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